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Electrode recordings and imaging studies have revealed that localized visual stimuli elicit waves of activity
that travel across primary visual cortex. Traveling waves are present also during spontaneous activity, but
they can be greatly reduced by widespread and intensive visual stimulation. In this Review, we summarize
the evidence in favor of these traveling waves. We suggest that their substrate may lie in long-range hori-
zontal connections and that their functional role may involve the integration of information over large regions
of space.Introduction
When Hubel and Wiesel published their first landmark papers
on the primary visual cortex of the cat, they revealed that its
neurons are exquisitely selective for stimulus attributes and
that this selectivity defines orderly maps of functional architec-
ture (Hubel and Wiesel, 1959, 1962). These discoveries echoed
those made a few years earlier in somatosensory cortex
(Mountcastle, 1957) and cemented a view of sensory cortex
in which sharply tuned neurons arranged in vertical columns
signal substantially different attributes from their neighbors
displaced along the horizontal dimension. This view has been
extremely fruitful in the subsequent 50 years and was further
supported by advances in two-photon imaging. These revealed
that maps of functional architecture are organized with crystal-
line precision down to the resolution of single cells (Ohki et al.,
2005, 2006).
Soon after these features were discovered, however, an
apparently contradictory aspect of the responses began to
emerge, suggesting that focal visual stimuli cause cortical
activity that spreads over time to a large region of cortex,
appearing earlier in the retinotopically appropriate cortical
locations and progressively later in more distal locations. This
horizontal spread of neural activity constitutes a traveling
wave. Traveling waves are evident in subthreshold potentials
and are thus poised to influence the spike responses and thereby
the output of area V1. They appear to work against the precise
selectivity and orderly arrangement of V1 neurons along the
cortical surface.
Here we review data that point to traveling waves as a promi-
nent feature of area V1, both in the presence and in the absence
of visual stimuli. We speculate briefly on the possible roles
of these traveling waves in sensory processing and on the
possible circuits underlying their propagation, and we discuss
how the traveling waves can coexist with the crystalline preci-
sion of the cortex. The traveling waves constitute a mode of
operation that is mostly engaged when visual stimuli are weak
or absent. When a sufficiently high contrast is presented suffi-
ciently often over a sufficiently large region, the waves disap-
pear. In those conditions, primary visual cortex does operate in
the highly selective and orderly fashion that had been described
by Hubel and Wiesel.218 Neuron 75, July 26, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.We focus on traveling waves that propagate in the mammalian
visual cortex, in the horizontal dimension, and at fairly high
speeds (about 0.1–0.4 m/s). Other waves travel much slower,
for instance, in binocular rivalry (0.018 m/s; Lee et al., 2005)
or in spreading depression (0.00007 m/s; Lauritzen, 2001).
We do not review the large literature on traveling waves in turtle
cortex (Nenadic et al., 2003) or in nonvisual sensory or motor
cortices of mammals (Ferezou et al., 2007; Fukunishi et al.,
1992; London et al., 1989; Orbach et al., 1985; Reimer et al.,
2011; Rubino et al., 2006; Wu et al., 2008). Moreover, we do
not discuss waves that travel along the vertical dimension
(Chauvette et al., 2010; Sakata and Harris, 2009). Finally, we
do not review the literature on periodic oscillations (Ermentrout
and Kleinfeld, 2001); the traveling waves that we discuss are
periodic only when they are driven by periodic visual stimuli.
Waves Traveling across the Visual Field
The earliest evidence for traveling waves in primary visual cortex
came from studies using single electrodes. These studies
probed the effect of stimuli placed at varying distances from
the receptive field of the recorded neurons and found that
remote stimuli caused responses that were not only smaller
but also more delayed. This effect was ascribed to travel of
activity within cortex, and this view was supported by surgical
manipulations.
Traveling waves can be observed in some of the earliest
measurements of potentials obtained from the surface of V1
(Cowey, 1964). As one would expect, the largest potentials
were obtained by placing the stimulus in the position that was
retinotopically appropriate for the recording site; placing the
stimulus further away elicited progressively smaller responses
(Figure 1A). However, an additional intriguing property was
seen: stimuli placed further away caused potentials that were
progressively delayed (Figure 1A). Ablation of the cortex at
the corresponding distal locations made the traveling activity
disappear, suggesting that this activity was due to intracortical
connections.
Similar results were obtained later in recordings of the local
field potential (LFP) with penetrating electrodes (Ebersole and
Kaplan, 1981). Again, placing the stimulus increasingly far from
the retinotopic location of the recording site caused responses
Figure 1. Recordings of Field Potential and
Membrane Potential Suggest Traveling
Waves
(A) Cortical surface potentials, measured from the
foveal representation of area V1 in squirrel
monkey. Stimuli are on the receptive field (red),3
deg away (green), and 6 deg away (blue). Data
are replotted from Figure 5 of Cowey (1964).
(B) Local field potential measurements from cat
area V1. Stimuli are on the receptive field center
(top) and on progressively more distant locations
(bottom traces). Data are replotted from Figure 2 of
Ebersole and Kaplan (1981).
(C) Current source density measurements ob-
tained from the supragranular layer of cat area V1.
Panels show the response to stimulus with diam-
eter 12 deg, centered on the receptive field (top),
and to large stimuli sparing the central 12 deg (middle) or 24 deg (bottom). Data are replotted from Figure 5 of Mitzdorf (1985).
(D) In vivo intracellular membrane potential measurements from cat area V1. Traces are responses to optimally oriented bars presented at varying distances from
the receptive field center. Figure is modified from Figure 1 of Bringuier et al. (1999).
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in the previous study, this traveling activity disappeared after
ablation of the corresponding distal regions of primary visual
cortex. This suggests that it is the circuitry of primary visual
cortex that mediates the travel in activity.
More evidence suggesting traveling activity can be gleaned
from early measurements of current source density (Mitzdorf,
1985). Current source density is thought to reveal the overall
currents flowing into and out of neurons. Consistent with
traveling activity, a localized stimulus elicits currents that have
short latency, whereas stimulating more distal regions causes
currents with longer latency (Figure 1C).
This early evidence for traveling activity across primary visual
cortex received further support by studies that measured LFP
elicited by stimuli presented over a whole array of spatial loca-
tions (Kitano et al., 1994). Robust LFP responses could be
elicited by stimuli placed at surprisingly distal locations from
the center of the receptive field, including locations in the ipsilat-
eral visual field, which should elicit retinotopic responses only in
the other hemisphere.
The interpretation of all of these field potential measurements
wasmade much clearer by intracellular recordings of membrane
potential (Bringuier et al., 1999).When a bar stimuluswas flashed
further away from the center of the receptive field, themembrane
potential responses were not only reduced in amplitude but also
markedly delayed in time (Figure 1D). The delay increased with
increasing distance from the center of the cell’s receptive field.
This study provided strong evidence for traveling activity across
the visual field and revealed that this activity depolarizes the
neurons.
Waves Traveling across the Visual Cortex
The measurements of field potential and membrane potential
that we have illustrated were made at a single point in cortex.
Such measurements could prove the existence of activity
moving across the visual field but could not demonstrate activity
traveling across the cortex. A similar limitation would be encoun-
tered if one studied waves in a body of water based on the
vertical displacement of a single buoy. Dropping stones in the
water would cause displacements with a delay that depends
on distance. However, to demonstrate that these are travelingwaves, one would need measurements from multiple buoys or,
better, a series of images of the water.
In primary visual cortex, such parallel measurements became
available thanks to advances in voltage-sensitive dye (VSD)
imaging. The VSD signal reflects the summed subthreshold
activity of neurons (and glia) with an emphasis on layer 2/3
(Grinvald and Hildesheim, 2004; Petersen et al., 2003a) and is
therefore akin to massively parallel intracellular recording.
Early measurements made with VSD imaging in anesthetized
monkeys revealed that a small visual stimulus activates a corti-
cal region that is at first small and later progressively larger
(Grinvald et al., 1994). This spreading activity covered a spatial
extent of many mm (Figure 2A) and progressed at a speed of
0.10–0.25 m/s (0.08 m/s in Figure 2B).
Subsequent VSD imaging studies observed similar spreading
activity in V1 of various species (Benucci et al., 2007; Chavane
et al., 2011; Jancke et al., 2004; Roland et al., 2006; Sharon
et al., 2007; Sit et al., 2009; Slovin et al., 2002; Xu et al., 2007).
For instance, spreading activity was observed in awake
monkeys (Slovin et al., 2002), in which a small and brief visual
stimulus caused activity to grow progressively and expand
over a diameter of at least 8 mm of visual cortex (Figures 2C
and 2D).
Does the spreading activity constitute a traveling wave? The
measurements of field potential and membrane potential re-
viewed earlier suggest that it is indeed traveling: the activity
has a leading edge and a trailing edge, and both edges are
delayed progressively with increasing distance (Figure 1). On
the other hand, the VSD responses seem more similar to a
standing wave, one in which the amplitude depends on time
but the spatial footprint remains fairly constant over time
(Figure 2D).
Evidence in favor of traveling activity came from a VSD
imaging study that measured V1 responses to small stimuli
reversing periodically in contrast (Benucci et al., 2007). These
stimuli caused VSD signals that oscillated at twice the reversal
frequency, consistent with the view that VSD signals in area V1
reflect mostly the activity of complex cells. The frequency-
doubled oscillation appeared earliest in the retinotopic location
of the stimulus and was clearly delayed as it progressed to
more distal locations in cortex (Figure 3A).Neuron 75, July 26, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 219
Figure 2. VSD Imaging Reveals Spreading
Activity on Cortical Surface
(A) Time courses of VSD responses in V1 of an
anesthetized monkey, measured at an array of
locations covering 6 3 6 mm. The stimulus was
a small grating flashed for 250 ms.
(B) Time courses at two locations, one in the reti-
notopic location of the stimulus and the other
4.5mmaway. Responses are scaled to peak at the
same height to illustrate delay of 60 ms between
them. Data are from Figures 7 and 10 of Grinvald
et al. (1994).
(C) Spread of activity in area V1 and V2 of awake
monkey, measured at various times after the onset
of a small visual stimulus. The large response is in
V1 and the smaller response above it is in V2. The
V1/V2 boundary is delineated by the map of ocular
dominance at the bottom right.
(D) Spatial profiles measured through axis parallel
to the V1/V2 border, at different time points. Data
are from Figures 8 and 9 of Slovin et al. (2002).
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of propagation of the traveling waves across the cortex (Figures
3B and 3C). Periodic responses yield robust estimates of
amplitude and phase (they are just two numbers, obtained
from thousands of data points). The phase is a measure of delay,
and by suitable spatial averaging it could be computed even in
distal locations, where responses had extremely low amplitude.
Delay grew linearly with distance in cortex, with a slope of
0.3 m/s (Figure 3C).
This traveling speed is broadly consistent with the speed esti-
mated from intracellular recordings (Bringuier et al., 1999). These
recordings yielded deflections inmembrane potential (Figure 1D)
from which amplitude and delay could be readily obtained
(Figures 3D and 3E). The most common speed of propagation
was 0.1 deg/ms, but faster speeds were also common. Since
the magnification factor was 1 mm/deg, these speeds in the
visual field correspond to speeds in cortex that were often faster
than 0.1 m/s.
Overall, the cortical dynamics observed in these studies are
consistent with a traveling wave. Specifically, they indicate that
the activity elicited by a localized stimulus spreads to a large
region of cortex, appearing earlier in the retinotopically appro-
priate cortical locations and progressively later in more distal
locations. This activity is inconsistent with a standing wave,
one that grows in amplitude with constant footprint (Benucci
et al., 2007).
However, the traveling waves do not simply have a constant
profile that is translated at a constant velocity. For instance,
thewave ismarkedly dampenedwith distance (Figure 3B). More-
over, we will see that velocity can depend on time or amplitude
of response, with the peak of the wave traveling slower than
the leading and trailing edges. Finally, there are indications that
velocity can depend on space. VSD imaging of rat V1 revealed220 Neuron 75, July 26, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.that traveling waves caused by focal
visual stimulation undergo stereotyped
distortions (Xu et al., 2007). Waves initi-
ated in V1 decelerated and compressed
as they moved toward the border withthe next visual area. Upon hitting this border, the waves propa-
gated further but were also reflected back into V1.
Some of these effects may be specific to the rat visual cortex
under anesthesia. For instance, in monkey visual cortex, a small
stimulus evokes distinct activations in areas V1 and V2, with
subsequent spread in all directions and not specifically toward
the V1/V2 border (Figure 2C). Perhaps the waves of activity
seen when the cortex is in a synchronized state (as may be
the case in the anesthetized rat, Harris and Thiele, 2011) are
qualitatively different from the concentric waves caused by
visual activation in a desynchronized cortex (as would be
expected in an alert monkey). Nonetheless, these disparate
observations remind us that we know only little about the inter-
action between traveling waves and cortical architecture.
Traveling Waves below and above Threshold
The demonstrations of traveling waves that we have discussed
all involved measurements of subthreshold activity, either in
the membrane potential of individual neurons or in the mass
subthreshold activity of neuronal populations, gauged from field
potential recordings and from VSD imaging. The depolarization
seen in the subthreshold responses is consistent with the trav-
eling wave being facilitatory, thus increasing the probability of
a spike above baseline. One might ask, then, if traveling waves
are also present in the spike responses.
An initial answer to this question can be gleaned from the intra-
cellular measurements (Bringuier et al., 1999). In the example
traces, robust spike responses could be obtained from only
two locations in the center of the receptive field (Figure 1D).
Nonetheless, more distal stimuli did elicit occasional spikes,
with a latency that does seem to grow with increasing distance.
By averaging the responses through enough stimulus presen-
tations, indeed, one can see clear traveling waves of spiking
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Figure 3. The Spreading Activity Is a Dampened Traveling Wave
(A) Propagating wave measured over the cat visual cortex in response to a contrast-reversing focal stimulus. The intensity indicates the average VSD signal as
a function of distance from the retinotopic location of the stimulus and of time.
(B and C) Amplitude (B) and phase (C) of the second harmonic response as a function of cortical distance. Figure is adapted from Figure 6 of Benucci et al. (2007).
(D and E) Amplitude (D) and delay (E) of traveling waves in membrane potential, measured intracellularly. Abscissa is expressed in degrees of visual angle by
undoing the conversion to mm of cortex that had been applied in the original study. Figure is modified from Figures 2 and 4 of Bringuier et al. (1999).
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of cat area V1 to bars presented in random positions. As ex-
pected, the LFP responses described a clear traveling wave,
with latency increasing progressively with distance between
the stimulus and the center of the receptive field (Figures 4A
and 4B). Also as expected, spike responses (Figure 4D) were
more highly localized than LFP responses, with a space constant
of 2.7 deg (Figure 4F) versus 4.2 deg (Figure 4C). Indeed, LFP
signals reflect subthreshold responses, which can be elicited
from a larger area of visual field than spikes (Bringuier et al.,
1999). Even though spike responses to distal visual stimuli
were weak, however, the extensive averaging involved in this
analysis reveals a delay that grows progressively with distance
(Figure 4E).
These analyses reveal that localized visual stimuli elicit trav-
eling waves not only in subthreshold responses but also in
spikes. The traveling waves, however, die off after a shorter
distance in spikes than they do in subthreshold responses.
Thismakes it harder to observe traveling waves in spiking activity
and perhaps explains why traveling waves seem to have
escaped the attention of Hubel and Wiesel and of subsequent
studies that measured spike responses in area V1.
Traveling Waves in Spontaneous Activity
The visual cortex is active even in the absence of visual stimuli.
There is substantial interest in studying this ongoing activity, as
it is believed to reflect the basic organization of the corticalcircuitry (Arieli et al., 1995, 1996; Destexhe and Contreras,
2006; Haider and McCormick, 2009; Kenet et al., 2003; Ringach,
2009; Tsodyks et al., 1999). An important feature in ongoing
activity seems to be the presence of traveling waves.
VSD imaging of ongoing activity in a large portion of mouse
cortex under anesthesia revealed wide planar waves, which
are mostly symmetrical in the two hemispheres (Mohajerani
et al., 2010). These waves seem to show little regard for borders
between areas: they invest area V1 just as much as other cortical
areas. The waves may be related to the slow and somewhat
periodic oscillation that is seen in the cortex of animals under
anesthesia, during non-REM sleep, or in quiet wakefulness
(Petersen et al., 2003b; Sakata and Harris, 2009; Steriade
et al., 1993). This oscillation may be a feature of synchronized
cortical states (Harris and Thiele, 2011), and it is known to spread
as a traveling wave along the cortical surface (Petersen et al.,
2003b).
Recordings of ongoing activity with electrode arrays have
revealed an additional kind of traveling wave, organized con-
centrically around spiking neurons. These waves were
measured in V1 of anesthetized cats andmonkeys, by averaging
the LFP at each electrode, triggered on spikes measured at
a designated electrode (Nauhaus et al., 2009). The resulting
spike-triggered average of the LFP was a traveling wave that
was stereotyped, regardless of triggering location (Figure 5A).
The wave was largest at the triggering location and progres-
sively smaller and increasingly delayed at more distant locationsNeuron 75, July 26, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 221
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Figure 4. Traveling Waves in Field Potential and in Spikes
Data from a recording in cat V1 used in a prior study (Busse et al., 2009). The visual stimulus was a rapid sequence of bars, each shown for 32 ms at a random
position, orientation, and spatial phase. Randomly interleaved blank stimuli were used to measure baseline activity, which was then subtracted from all
responses. Data are averaged across 69 sites in a 103 10 array, selected because they gave both clear LFP responses and clear multiunit spike responses. For
each site, we considered LFP and spike responses to the bars having the optimal orientation for the site.
(A) Average time course of the LFP (filtered between 1–200 Hz and Z scored) for multiple stimulus distances from the receptive field center (legend). The width of
each trace indicates 2 SE (n = 69).
(B) Heat map of the LFP responses, each normalized by peak amplitude. Symbols indicate various time points during rising and falling edges, as indicated.
(C) Amplitude of the traces in (A) as a function of distance. Curve is best fitting exponential, and arrow indicates its space constant l (expressed in deg of visual
angle and in the corresponding mm of cortex at this eccentricity).
(D–F) Same as (A)–(C) but for the multiunit spike responses measured simultaneously in the same sites. Spike trains were smoothed with a Gaussian window (s =
4 ms).
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that spikes in one location generate depolarizations that are
progressively weaker and more delayed at increasing distances
from the spike site.
Various aspects of these results were later challenged by
a study performed in awake monkeys (Ray and Maunsell,
2011). This study argued that the spike-triggered LFP was best
described by a sum of standing waves, not by traveling waves.
However, a debate ensued (Nauhaus et al., 2012), and it was
argued that at least one of the two data sets obtained in the
awake monkeys shows clear evidence for traveling waves
(Figures 5D and 5E). This observation seems to suggest that
spike-triggered traveling waves are a robust phenomenon,
present not only under anesthesia but also in the alert brain.
The concentric traveling waves revealed by spike triggering
(Figure 5) may be fundamentally different from the wide planar
traveling waves seen in conditions such as non-REM sleep. A
possible analogy to illustrate this difference relies once again on
the metaphor of waves in a body of water. When it rains, the
deflections on the water are caused by two kinds of wave: simul-
taneous concentric waves caused by the raindrops (similar to
those seen with spike triggering) and planar waves caused by
thewind (similar to thoseseen in largeorganizedongoingactivity).
However, this metaphor is not perfect: whereas waves in
a body of water cannot influence the subsequent raindrops,
waves inmembrane potential can certainly influence subsequent
spikes. Moreover, there might not be such a fundamental
difference between the waves measured by spike triggering
and other dynamics of ongoing activity. For instance, it is
possible that planar waves moving in random directions could222 Neuron 75, July 26, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.give rise to apparently concentric waves once one measures
them by spike triggering. This is an area that requires further
research.
Context Dependence of Traveling Waves
A remarkable feature of traveling waves in primary visual cortex
is that they depend on visual context. The waves are evident in
response to small localized stimuli (Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4) and
during ongoing activity (Figure 5). In the presence of strong stim-
ulation over a large region of the visual field, however, the waves
are greatly reduced.
Early evidence for this dependence of spatial propagation on
visual context comes from measurements of LFP from a single
electrode (Kitano et al., 1994). The stimulus in this study was
composed of small patches of grating reversing in contrast
independently of each other. If shown simultaneously, these
patches covered a vast region of visual field. The response
elicited by each patch was measured by triggering the LFP on
contrast reversal in that patch. This experiment was run in two
ways: one patch at a time and all patches together. In the first
case, LFP responses could be elicited from stimuli as far as
15 deg from the receptive field center (Figure 6A). In the second
case, instead, LFP responses were elicited only by one patch,
with a short latency (Figure 6B). By subtracting the responses
obtained in the two conditions, the authors identified a ‘‘slow
distributed component’’ that is present only when the stimulus
is localized (Figure 6C). They ascribed this component to propa-
gation of activity across the cortical surface.
Further evidence for the dependence of spatial propagation
on visual context came from recordings with electrode arrays
Figure 5. Traveling Waves in Spontaneous Activity
LFP signals measured by a 10 3 10 electrode array are spike triggered with
one electrode as the reference site for spiking activity.
(A) Amplitude and delay for three triggering locations in anesthetized monkey.
Figure is adapted from Figure S3 in Nauhaus et al. (2009).
(B) Spike-triggered LFP traces measured in anesthetized cat.
(C) Time to peak of these traces is longer at more distant recording locations.
Figure is adapted from Figure 2 of Nauhaus et al. (2012).
(D and E) The same as (B) and (C) with data from awake monkey, as recorded
by Ray and Maunsell (2011) and replotted in Figure 4 of Nauhaus et al. (2012).
Figure 6. Context Dependence of Traveling Waves
(A) LFP responses measured from a single electrode in cat visual cortex, in
response to a contrast-reversing grating at seven different stimulus positions.
Time zero is the time of reversal.
(B) Same as (A), while the grating is surrounded by a large number of other
gratings that is reversing in contrast independently.
(C) Difference between the traces in (A) and (B). Figure is modified from
Figure 7 of Kitano et al. (1994).
(D) Amplitude of spike-triggered LFP measured during spontaneous activity
with an electrode array of 10 3 10 in monkey area V1 (same as Figure 5A).
(E) Same as (D), measured while responses are driven by a large, high-contrast
grating.
(F) Amplitude and spatial spread are larger in spontaneous condition. Data are
from Figure 5 of Nauhaus et al. (2009).
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triggered LFP measured with these arrays during spontaneous
activity constitutes a traveling wave (Figures 5 and 6D). When
the same spike-triggered analysis was performed on responses
to large full-contrast gratings, instead, the results were strikingly
different (Figures 6E and 6F). First, the wave amplitude was
much reduced (by an average factor of 2.2). Second, the spatial
extent covered by the waves was substantially smaller (by an
average factor of 4.2). Measurements performed at intermediate
contrasts gave intermediate results.
These results are consistent with the known tendency for
visual cortex to be more noisy and correlated when the strength
of visual stimulation is reduced. Indeed, decreasing contrast
increases the trial-to-trial variability in the inputs to V1 neurons
(Finn et al., 2007) and the correlated response variability among
pairs of neurons (Kohn and Smith, 2005). Whereas the activity
driven by strong and extended visual stimuli reflects largelylocal computations, spontaneous activity is dominated by global
fluctuations and traveling waves.
Once again, we can visualize some of these results using
the analogy of raindrops falling on a body of water: it is as if
increasing contrast in a large region of space progressively
increased the viscosity of the water, making it resemble oil.
Indeed, a raindrop falling on oil would make small traveling
waves, which would propagate only over short distances.
Possible Roles of Traveling Waves
The traveling waves seem to be fundamentally at odds with the
main view of V1 neurons as a set of highly selective local filters.
Indeed, after establishing a crystalline selectivity for attributes
such as stimulus orientation and position, why go corrupt
this selectivity with lateral inputs? The results reviewed in the
last section may help lead to an answer. The traveling waves
constitute a mode of operation that is mostly engaged when
visual stimuli are weak or absent. When a sufficiently high
contrast is distributed over a sufficiently large region, the waves
disappear.Neuron 75, July 26, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 223
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Figure 7. A Possible Relationship between Traveling Waves and
Divisive Normalization
(A) The normalization model implemented with a resistor-capacitor circuit.
Signals in the numerator come from the spatial ‘‘receptive field’’ and signals
from the denominator from a ‘‘normalization pool.’’
(B) A simulation of the traveling wave observed by Benucci et al. (2007) in
response to contrast-reversing stimulation (Figure 3A).
(C) Responses of monkey V1 to a small grating presented for 200 ms, as
a function of time (ordinate) and distance from the center of the stimulated
region (abscissa). Each column corresponds to a stimulus contrast. Colors
represent percentiles of the maximal response, with cyan marking response
onset and offset.
(D) Fits of the normalization model to these data. Data are from Figures 2, 5, 6
and Figure S4 of Sit et al. (2009).
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contrast constrains their possible functional roles. For instance,
it was proposed that the traveling waves serve to process visual
motion (Serie`s et al., 2002). This proposal appears reasonable
because the waves represent a temporal progression of activity
over visual space. However, it seems unlikely that mechanisms
of motion processing should work best at the lowest contrasts
and worst at high contrast.
The contrast dependence of the waves, instead, seems more
consistent with phenomena of long-range interactions across
stimuli. Such interactions are typically revealed by placing
a stimulus on the center of a neuron’s receptive field and another
stimulus in a more displaced location. The effect of the second
stimulus is often suppressive, as in ‘‘surround suppression’’ and
‘‘size tuning’’ (Carandini, 2004; Fitzpatrick, 2000). In other cases,
however, the lateral interactions are facilitatory. This facilitation
has been proposed to mediate integration of stimuli across
receptive fields (Gilbert, 1992; Kapadia et al., 1999; Polat
et al., 1998) or more prosaically to build individual receptive
fields (Angelucci and Bressloff, 2006; Angelucci et al., 2002;
Cavanaugh et al., 2002a).
Traveling waves seem ideally poised to participate in facilita-
tory long-range stimulus interactions. First, they cover large
regions of space. Second, they are largely facilitatory (they224 Neuron 75, July 26, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.depolarize neurons and cause spikes). Third, they are partially
selective for orientation (as we will see shortly). Fourth, they
disappear when there is high contrast in a large region of visual
space. However, it is not known whether these facilitatory inter-
actions take time to arrive to neurons—as waves do. Future
experiments could test this prediction by eliciting traveling
waves via multiple concurrent stimuli.
Traveling waves might also participate in suppressive stim-
ulus interactions, if such interactions are due to withdrawal of
facilitation. The common view of surround suppression is that
it is mostly due to intracortical inhibition (Haider et al., 2010).
However, others think that it operates through withdrawal of
intracortical excitation (Ozeki et al., 2009). Perhaps intracortical
excitation amplifies maximally the responses to stimuli that are
small and have low contrast, and surround suppression is
a loss in this amplification. The traveling waves may reflect
this amplification, and their disappearance at high contrast
would be synonymous with the appearance of surround
suppression.
To summarize, perhaps traveling waves participate both in
facilitation (through their presence) and in suppression (through
their absence). Indeed, long-range stimulus interactions turn
from overall facilitatory at low contrast to overall suppressive
when there is high contrast in a large region of visual space
(Cavanaugh et al., 2002a; Kapadia et al., 1999; Polat et al.,
1998; Sceniak et al., 1999).
This idea is in line with the normalization model, a quantitative
framework that can describe both facilitatory and suppressive
stimulus interactions. In the model, the responses of neurons
result from a division: in the numerator, there are signals from
a region of space that drive the neuron, and in the denominator,
there is a constant plus the signals from the normalization pool
(Carandini and Heeger, 2012). If the regions of space driving
the numerator and denominator are suitably wide, normalization
accounts formultiple aspects of long-range stimulus interactions
(Bonin et al., 2005; Cavanaugh et al., 2002b; Chen et al., 2001;
Schwartz and Simoncelli, 2001). When overall contrast is high,
the signals in the denominator reduce gain and limit the extent
of spatial integration. Conversely, when overall contrast is low,
the signals from the normalization pool are small relative to the
constant in the denominator and do little to reduce gain and limit
spatial integration.
Indeed, an imaging study showed that the traveling waves are
well described by a common implementation of the normaliza-
tion model (Sit et al., 2009). This study used VSD imaging to
measure V1 responses to a small, briefly flashed stimulus
(Figure 7). The time to peak of these responses was progres-
sively delayed at greater distances from the center of activation,
consistent with a traveling wave (Figure 7C). These data were fit
by a version of the normalization model in which the divisive
interaction is mediated by a resistor-capacitor circuit (Figure 7A).
Increasing the conductance of this circuit causes not only a
divisive reduction of response gain but also a shortening of
response latency (Carandini and Heeger, 2012). This effect is
largest at the center of the stimulated region, where local
contrast is highest. The responses at the center therefore rise
at a faster rate than those at the periphery. This prediction
matched the data fairly closely (Figure 7D).
Figure 8. Horizontal Connections between Sites with Similar Orientation Preference
(A) Anatomical demonstration of horizontal connections in tree shrew visual cortex. A site on the top left of the image was injected with biocytin (an anterograde
tracer), and the stained synaptic boutons are shown overlaid with the map of orientation preference.
(B) Distribution of orientation preference of synaptic boutons. Difference in orientation preference between the injected sites and the sites of boutons are
measured. Data are from Figures 4 and 6 of Bosking et al. (1997).
(C) Bias for orientation of traveling waves seen during ongoing activity in cat visual cortex, after the main effect of distance (Figure 5) has been removed. The
amplitude of spike-triggered LFP is larger in sites with similar orientation preference. Data are from Figure 4 of Nauhaus et al. (2009).
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different from simple traveling waves. In a simple traveling
wave, all aspects of the waveform shift coherently with cortical
distance. In the data of Sit et al. (2009), instead, both the very
onset (e.g., the rise to 10% of peak) and the offset of the
responses appear to be independent of distance (Figure 7C).
The normalization model captured these effects (Figure 7D)
because before stimulus onset and after stimulus offset the
contrast is zero everywhere, so the normalization pool gives
the same signal (zero) at all locations.
According to the model, the key feature that determines trav-
eling activity is overall contrast, i.e., the value and distribution
of contrast over a large region of visual space. If overall
contrast is on average high, as with stimuli reversing rapidly
in contrast, then the model predicts a traveling wave in both
the leading edge and the trailing edge (Figure 7B), just as
observed in the data (Figure 3A). However, it is not clear that
overall contrast could be considered constant in all the exper-
iments that have demonstrated travel both in the leading edge
and in the trailing edge (Figure 1). Moreover, the normalization
model may be a useful summary of the phenomena of traveling
waves but does not by itself constitute a functional role nor
does it reveal the underlying biophysical mechanisms (Caran-
dini and Heeger, 2012). Specifically, assigning signals to the
numerator or to the denominator is not equivalent to
assigning them to specific circuits (e.g., thalamocortical versus
intracortical).
Possible Mechanisms of Traveling Waves
Are the traveling waves that are observed in V1 due to circuitry
present within cortex? One implementation of the normalization
model suggests that they are not (Sit et al., 2009) and that
rather they are due to appropriately delayed activity in lateral
geniculate nucleus (LGN). However, this feedforward imple-
mentation is unlikely to be realistic, because the waves have
not been reported in the firing of LGN neurons and because
the LGN has projection zones into V1 that are much smaller
than the extent of propagation of the waves. For instance, incat, the diameter of LGN projections to V1 ranges between 0.8
and 1.4 mm (Freund et al., 1985; Humphrey et al., 1985; Jin
et al., 2011), and the scatter of V1 receptive fields is relatively
modest (Hetherington and Swindale, 1999), making it hard to
explain activity that spreads over 4–5 mm of cortex (Figure 3B).
Similarly, in monkey, the projection zones of LGN into V1 are
much smaller than the extent of propagation of the waves
(Angelucci and Sainsbury, 2006; Blasdel and Lund, 1983).
This leaves open two possibilities: the waves could arise from
circuitry present within area V1 or they may rely on inputs from
higher visual areas. The latter possibility seems attractive at first,
because neurons in some higher area could have vast receptive
fields and might perhaps send feedback that is increasingly
delayed to regions of V1 that are increasingly distal in terms of
retinotopy. However, robust waves were seen in animals that
were deeply anesthetized, and, in this condition, it is hard to
imagine that higher visual areas would respond reliably.
It seems wise and parsimonious, therefore, to first seek the
causes of traveling waves within the circuitry of V1 itself. A
natural candidate for the traveling waves within V1 is provided
by the long-range horizontal connections that have been
observed in multiple species (Bosking et al., 1997; Creutzfeldt
et al., 1977; Fisken et al., 1975; Gilbert and Wiesel, 1979; Rock-
land and Lund, 1982). Horizontal connections extend over many
millimeters of visual cortex (Figure 8A) and propagate activity
at speeds that are comparable to those observed in traveling
waves. For instance, an in vitro study of propagation of activity
along horizontal connections in cat V1 reported a speed of
0.3 m/s (Hirsch and Gilbert, 1991), comparable to the speed of
the traveling waves that we have reviewed.
A test of the relationship between horizontal connections
and travelingwaves lies in their dependence on preferred orienta-
tion. Some anatomical studies (e.g., Bosking et al., 1997) indicate
that horizontal connections tend to link preferentially sites with
similar orientation preference (Figures 8A and 8B). Intriguingly,
a similar effect is seen in traveling waves during ongoing activity
(Nauhaus et al., 2009): the waves have a slight bias for regions
with similar orientation preference as the triggering siteNeuron 75, July 26, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 225
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Delayed excitaon from a single source
Propagang pulses in an excitable network
Figure 9. Possible Network Scenarios Giving Rise to Traveling
Waves
Filled circles indicate wave sources. Open circles are local elements (a neuron
or a group of neurons) that receive subthreshold inputs.
(A) A model in which wave is simply generated in a single location and trans-
mitted passively to other locations.
(B) A model with regenerative process. Schemata inside elements indicate
a stage of rectification: these elements signal to the other elements only once
activity passes a threshold. Figure is inspired by Figure 1 in Prechtl et al. (2000).
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traveling waves evoked by visual stimuli, especially in the cortical
locations near the retinotopic representation of the stimulus (Cha-
vane et al., 2011). This selectivity for orientation supports the view
that the waves travel along horizontal connections.
Indeed, horizontal connections have been implicated in trav-
eling waves also in other sensory cortices (Wu et al., 2008),
where they show similar biases. Waves in rodent barrel cortex,
for instance, travel twice as fast along the rows than along the
arcs (Derdikman et al., 2003; Petersen et al., 2003a), and this
bias matches a bias in the axons of layer 2/3 pyramidal neurons,
which extend preferentially along the rows (Petersen et al.,
2003a). Skewed propagation has also been reported in primary
auditory cortex, where tone-evoked activity spreads preferen-
tially within an isofrequency strip (Song et al., 2006). Again, this
spread may reflect the axonal distribution of layer 2/3 pyramidal
neurons, which is biased to the isofrequency axis (Matsubara
and Phillips, 1988).
There are two principal scenarios by which horizontal con-
nections could cause traveling waves (Prechtl et al., 2000). The
first scenario involves delayed excitation from a single source
(Figure 9A): the spiking neurons at the source of the wave would
send horizontal connections to multiple other locations, causing
subthreshold excitation in the target neurons. These neurons
do not need to spike for the wave to go further. The second
scenario involves propagating pulses in an excitable network
(Figure 9B). In this scenario, the excitatory connections need
not reach as far, but the intermediate neurons (or at least some
of them) do need to fire for the wave to go further. Every wave
that requires a regenerative process can be categorized in the
second scenario.
Oneway to discern among these scenarios is based on speed.
Waves in the second scenario might propagate slower than in
the first scenario, as activity may have to reverberate in a local226 Neuron 75, July 26, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.group of neurons before it becomes strong enough to progress
to the next location. This regeneration requires multiple synaptic
delays and multiple stages of cellular integration, which all add
to the delays imposed by axonal propagation.
Examples of waves that are likely to follow the second
scenario are the Up and Down oscillations seen when the cortex
is in the synchronized state (Harris and Thiele, 2011; Petersen
et al., 2003b; Steriade et al., 1993). These oscillations travel
markedly slower than axonal propagation, with a typical speed
below 0.1 m/s. Consistent with the second scenario, moreover,
in these waves, activity spreads not only in subthreshold
responses but also in suprathreshold spike responses. The
importance of regenerative excitatory processes in these slow
waves is indicated by experiments in vitro, in which focal
AMPA receptor blockers markedly slow down the waves
(Compte and Wang, 2006; Golomb and Amitai, 1997; Pinto
et al., 2005) or even stop the waves altogether (Sanchez-Vives
andMcCormick, 2000). In the first scenario, these manipulations
could not have these effects. However, horizontal connections
are still likely to be involved, as network simulations suggest
that they are crucial to reproduce these findings (Compte
et al., 2003).
The traveling waves elicited by a flashed bar in cat visual
cortex, instead, seem to fall in the first scenario. Spike activity
are largely confined to the retinotopic region representing the
stimulus (Bringuier et al., 1999) (see also Figure 4), so the
wave sources are not regenerated in the neighboring regions.
Rather, the waves appear to be caused by monosynaptic inputs
from a single source and to propagate at the speed of axonal
propagation. Indeed, we have seen that the wave speed
measured in vivo (0.10–0.35 m/s) is consistent with the axonal
propagation velocity measured in vitro (0.3 m/s, Hirsch and
Gilbert, 1991).
On the other hand, it is challenging to explain the context
dependence of traveling waves (Figure 6) in the first scenario.
Horizontal connections are present regardless of context, so
it is not obvious that their effects would disappear in conditions
of high overall contrast. A promising avenue of research in this
respect concerns neuromodulators such as acetylcholine,
which may play a role in determining the relative strength of
thalamocortical inputs versus lateral inputs (Gil et al., 1997)
and consequently the spread of activity in visual cortex (Silver
et al., 2008).
Finally, though there is little doubt that the waves propagate
via synaptic excitation, it appears that synaptic inhibition is
crucial to contain them. In barrel cortex in vivo, indeed, blocking
GABAA receptors with bicuculline markedly increased the
spread of propagating waves (London et al., 1989; Orbach
et al., 1985). Similar observations were made in vitro (Cha-
gnac-Amitai and Connors, 1989; Petersen and Sakmann,
2001; Pinto et al., 2005). These results indicate that GABAergic
inhibition controls the spatial extent of traveling waves.
GABAergic inhibition, therefore, may be involved in the marked
context dependence of travelingwaves in visual cortex (Figure 6).
The role of GABA in traveling waves, however, is not currently
understood and neither is the possible role that might be
played by long-range GABAergic projections (Higo et al., 2007;
McDonald and Burkhalter, 1993; Tomioka et al., 2005).
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In reviewing the evidence in favor of traveling waves in primary
visual cortex, we have identified multiple questions that remain
unanswered. Perhaps the main one concerns the relationship
between different kinds of traveling waves. Our Review has
focused on concentric waves evoked by focal stimuli (Figures
2, 3, 4, and 6) and seen in ongoing activity (Figure 5), but we
have also mentioned large planar waves that are seen especially
during non-REM sleep. What is the relationship between these
kinds of waves, and do they share the same mechanisms?
Also, there are other kinds of propagating activity, such as spiral
waves (Huang et al., 2010), and future work needs to clarify the
relationships and differences among them.
In fact, while we have not hesitated in using the term ‘‘traveling
wave’’ to describe the dynamics of activity across space and
time, others might disagree with us. We have reviewed sub-
stantial evidence supporting the notion that focal visual stimuli
cause cortical activity that spreads over time to a large region
of cortex, appearing earlier in the retinotopically appropriate
cortical locations and progressively later in more distal locations.
We believe that it is useful to describe all this as a traveling wave.
However, we have also reviewed data (Figure 7) in which some
aspects of activity do not seem to show any travel (Sit et al.,
2009). Based on these aspects, one might hesitate to refer to
the dynamics of activity as a traveling wave.
Future experiments could address these questions and ideally
go beyond the representation of single waves originating in
single places. By using more than one stimulus (but not too
many, otherwise, as we have seen the waves disappear), one
could characterize how waves interact with each other, and
how they relate to the interactions between stimuli that have
been extensively documented. Specifically, it would be very
useful to establish whether the waves are indeed related to
phenomena of long-range facilitation or suppression, e.g., by
studying the time course and spatial extent of these phenomena
with imaging. Addressing these questions would go a long way
toward establishing the possible functional roles of the traveling
waves, which overall remain rather mysterious.
To establish these functional roles, furthermore, it would be
ideal to measure them during the performance of a visual task.
In doing so, it might be possible to relate them to percepts on
a trial-by-trial basis or at least to relate their presence to overall
properties of the task. For instance, an appealing (but unproven)
role of thewavesmaybe one of pooling information over space to
deal with measurement noise. Perhaps V1 needs to integrate
over a large region of space at low contrast—when noise would
have the largest impact—and obtain higher spatial resolution at
high contrast—when noise ismuch less of an issue. Psychophys-
ical measurements, especially if performed while the traveling
waves are being imaged, could begin to test these ideas.
Additional questions concern the mechanisms of propagation
of the waves and the flexibility that these mechanisms would
need to display to account for the properties of the waves.
Optogenetic manipulation of specific circuit elements may allow
us to achieve these goals (Tye and Deisseroth, 2012) and so
would the improvement in genetically encoded neural activity
indicators such as calcium sensors and voltage sensors
(Akemann et al., 2010; Looger and Griesbeck, 2012). Pairedwith well-established techniques of visual stimulation and
recording, these new methods appear to be ideally suited to
unravel the mysteries of traveling waves and their perceived
inconsistency with the otherwise crystalline organization of the
primary visual cortex.
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